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Ibis Styles Catania Acireale is a landmark for brides, grooms and their guests far from

home.   

The hotel offers wide and comfortable rooms during the most important day of their life!

ibis Styles Catania Acireale makes available the “Suite Azzurra”; it is a perfect

accommodation equipped with all the comforts, perfect for the bride preparation;

Couple can use hotel laundry and ironing room for free.

A few metres far from ibis Styles Catania Acireale, in Via Kennedy 56L, you can also book

“Compagnia della Bellezza” hairdresser. The manager Luisa and all her staff are also

available to reach the hotel.

Thanks to its know-how, Ibis Styles Catania Acireale will advise you on many useful

information on how to organize the wedding photographer, florist, gifts and favors.

For those who decided to stay longer after the event, Ibis Styles Acireale recommends a

visit to the wonderful Etna Coast and the Eastern Sicily.

You can admire Catania and its Baroque details which are part of the UNESCO World

Heritage, the famous Riviera dei Ciclopi, Etna, the highest volcano of Europe which

dominates the coast. And then, Taormina, glam and wealthy, Syracuse, gem of the Magna

Grecia with its historic Archeological Park. 

Once in Sicily, you have to linger over the flavours of the typical cooking; our staff will

recommend the best restaurants of the area and the well-known wineries for delicious

wine tastings.

During summer, you can go to the beaches of the volcanic Reserve “La Timpa”, just a few

meters far from the hotel, and have a dip in blue waters.

We will also suggest the best shuttle service from/to the airport.

For further information and requests, please contact directly the hotel at 0957634275 or

info@dimsiway.it
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